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The Allegheny Student Government’s
ninth meeting of module two approved
changes to the student code of conduct
and discussed recent budget hearings.
With Dean of Students April Thompson as guest speaker, ASG’s general assembly commenced with cabinet reports at 7:07 p.m. on Tuesday, May 4,
via Zoom.
Thompson started off her address by
providing updates on the recent changes to the student code of conduct.
“There is a change in the weapon
policy which now states that pepper
spray is allowed to be used for self defense,” Thompson said. “The spray must
be less than three ounces.”
Thompson then talked about changes to the theft and damage policy.
“There was some confusion as to
what you could do with community
property so we have added the term
‘tampering with’ to provide more clarity,” Thompson said.
Thompson also mentioned that small
changes have been made to the appeal
hearing process.
President of the Class of 2024 Kristen Cadham raised the motion to approve the updates to the student code of
conduct and was seconded by Senator
Kyrie Doniz, ’23. The motion passed
unanimously.
Chief of Staff Emma Godel, ’21,
started off her report by talking about
the senate elections.
“I want to say a huge thank you to
everyone who successfully submitted
their materials to run for the senate
elections.” Godel said.
Godel confirmed that senate elections will be taking place at 8:00 a.m.
on Monday, May 10 until 5:00 p.m. on
Wednesday, May 12.
Godel then encouraged everyone to
vote in the election.
The focus then shifted to the upcoming Pennsylvania municipal elections
on May 18.
“I do understand that American democracy needs a lot of work but we still
live in a country where voting rights are
not completely denied yet,” Godel said.
“Please embrace your right to vote.”
Attorney General Jack Parker, ’22,
commenced his report by talking about
the senate elections.
“If you have successfully submitted your materials to either myself or
Emma, please feel free to start campaigning,” Parker said. “Please adhere
to campaign guidelines and feel free to
reach out with any questions.”
Parker then introduced the president
of the Women in Pop Culture Club Rachel Lutz, ’24.

A small number of beehives were added to Robertson Athletic Complex
during the week of April 26. The beehives are the result of a series of internships and independent studies done by
students in the past several years.
“Ever since I started, students have
asked about having honey bees (on
campus),” said Garden Manager of the
Carr Garden Kerstin Ams. “We had
students working on a proposal for
several years.”
Ams went on to explain that the
project’s completion is largely due to
the motivation of a core group of students who became interested in the
project and did internships and research on what it would take to bring
bees to campus.
“I had taken a small-scale agriculture class with (Ams),” Candace Burkhammer, ’21, said. “After that class, I
wanted to further explore agriculture,
so I asked her what there was available
and she told me about the bee project
that was happening on campus … I
ended up doing an internship with a
local beekeeper in Edinboro. After
that, I got really interested in bees, and
she told me that the bee project had
been started … I hopped on board
with that, and really pushed to get that
done.”
The bees are a part of the college’s
sustainability efforts, in addition to
providing hands-on learning to the
environmental science and sustainability majors. Within the ESS department, faculty members hope to fold
the beehives into different classes such
as small-scale agriculture and soil to
plate, which analyzes where the food
we eat comes from.
“(The soil to plate class) was created
after the development of the Carrden
so that students could get more of a
hands-on look at what it takes to plant
things, weed things, harvest them and
cook with them as well as learn about
sustainable agriculture,” said Director
of Sustainability Kelly Boulton, ’02.
“The hives can get folded into that
class as well.”
In addition to the ways the hives
can be incorporated into various different classes, they also create a number of internship opportunities within
the ESS department.
“Just as the beehives came to campus as the result of a lot of students
over many years working on research,
I imagine we will have future internships where students will get a chance
to either work hands-on with the hives
or research to expand and improve our
beekeeping,” Boulton said.

See ASG page 2
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LEFT: Alexa Isaguirre Portillo, ’24 (L), and Kyrié Doniz, ’23 (R), study in Grounds for Change, which opened this
spring with new COVID-19 guidelines. RIGHT: Parkhurst displays health guidelines in McKinley’s Food Court.

‘Unprecedented’: a year like none other
College remains open during pandemic
By ETHAN WOODFILL
Editor-in-Chief
woodfille@allegheny.edu

Unprecedented. There are few other
words to describe the past year, according to Vice President of Student Life and
Dean of Students April Thompson.
“We were as surprised as every one of
you as how to navigate one day at a time,”
Thompson said. “I think back to a year
ago when students had to leave campus
and they had to leave all of their belongings at spring break and they couldn’t
come back. And we certainly, had we
known what was ahead, would have
done things very differently.”

One of the hardest things
I think for students and
families to deal with was
the lack of solid information
so that students could plan
accordingly.”
—APRIL THOMPSON

Vice President of Student Life and Dean
of Students,
Allegheny College

Students were unable to return until Crawford County entered the yellow
phase of COVID-19 restrictions in late
May 2020, put into place by Pennsylvania Governor Tom Wolf. Many students
were concerned with the college’s initial
plan to pack students’ belongings.
“Knowing what we know now, I would
have in retrospect, tried to give students
and families much more advanced notice about every single thing that happened, because one of the hardest things
I think for students and families to deal
with was the lack of solid information
so that students could plan accordingly,”
Thompson said. “I couldn’t give information that I didn’t know, and because
the state of Pennsylvania and the CDC
kept changing everything all the time, we
were sort of at their mercy a lot of the
time. The biggest thing I would do differently is to make certain that students
and families had advanced information

well in advance.”
The college reopened in late August
with health and safety policies put in
place by the newly established Allegheny College Health Agency, led by Dr.
Gabrielle Morrow, an emergency physician at Meadville Medical Center and
Professor of Biology and Global Health
Studies and Epidemiologist Dr. Becky
Dawson. Requirements included universal mask-wearing, physical distancing,
regular testing, as well as committing to
a community of mutual care by signing
the Gator Pledge. Morrow declined to
comment to The Campus and Dawson
did not respond to multiple requests for
comment.
The first two weeks of classes required students to remain on-campus
for a campus quarantine. Some students
expressed concern about work or retrieving medicine and food off-campus
during the quarantine.
“I have been here the whole summer
and I had to quit my job because of the
Gator Pledge,” Noah Bebee, ’21, told
The Campus in September. “I also took
the smallest meal plan with the intent to
provide for myself like I have been doing
all summer, but now I cannot provide
for myself and my job is at a loss without
me.”
The
administration
struggled
throughout the fall semester to keep
students’ confidence. President Hilary
Link received backlash from students
when she posted a photo on Instagram
attending her son’s high school soccer
game while students were required to remain on-campus during the quarantine.
Hundreds of students commented on the
post which was subsequently deleted. At
an Allegheny Student Government general assembly on Nov. 22, many students
confronted Link about the administration’s transparency with students.
“We’ve been reaching out to you this
entire semester, and there’s a lot of events
and things that have happened throughout the semester where I feel like the students aren’t being heard,” Haley Lex, ’22,
said during the assembly. “You answer
certain things and not others … I feel
like there’s very selective hearing going
on, personally, and I feel like that’s why
students are getting frustrated.”

Amya Ruiz, ’21, echoed students’
frustration with the semester and feeling
as though the administration was not
hearing student concerns.
“Life is freaking very hard right now,
and if we have feelings to share to a person in power, who’s dedicated to making
our lives easier and who’s been in hiding,
and we haven’t been feeling heard, we
have the right to say it and we have the
right to say it however we want to,” Ruiz
said during the assembly.
Link has stated that opening up lines
of communication are vital to her strategic realignment plan. The college has
hired former head women’s basketball
coach Kate Costanzo to serve as college
ombudsperson and will be appointing class deans to serve as additional
point-people for students.
“We clearly need to close the gaps,”
Vice President for Institutional Advancement Matt Stinson told The Campus in February. “With this new model,
there are new touchpoints for students.”
Provost and Dean of the College Ron
Cole, ’87, indicated additional initiatives
that the college was considering prior to
the pandemic. He noted that these were
implemented quicker as a result of the
pandemic. These included the transition
from Sakai to Canvas, which was originally slated to take one and a half years
to complete. The college transitioned to
Canvas during the fall semester.
Among the other measures, Cole explained universal design, which looks at
course learning outcomes and centers
the course around students and these
learning outcomes. Faculty members
were also moving to conduct diversity
audits of courses, syllabi and content.
Cole credited the 75% of faculty members who participated in one or more of
the initiatives.
“There was a moment where I wondered, ‘should we still do all that?’” Cole
said. “We recognized the need to do
these things now more than ever. Each
one improves the learning experience
for the new modalities we needed, such
as teaching remotely. We need to understand how courses include all of our students and recognize the limitations for
students. … It was an inspiring commitment (from the faculty) despite incredible uncertainty.”
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‘UNPRECEDENTED’
According to the New York Times, there have
been more than 660,000 cases of COVID-19 at
college campuses throughout the country. In
Pennsylvania, there have been more than 33,000
at 116 colleges and universities. According to the
Nov. 13 issue of The Campus, the fall semester
ended with 33 cases. As of today, there have been
44 cases this semester as indicated by ACHA’s
COVID-19 dashboard. Thompson credits the low
number of cases to the ACHA and students.
“(We relied upon) really sound scientifically-based medical decisions from the beginning,”
Thompson said. “I believe (this) contributed to
us opening with very low numbers, keeping our
numbers way down, and then opening again in
the spring with low numbers. But if it hadn’t been
for students and their personal commitments to
keep themselves and each other safe, it wouldn’t
have mattered what we did at the health agency.
So, I put students front and center because I believe our campus community made a decision to
be here.”
Despite the college’s success in staying open,
Thompson has heard from many students that
they are struggling.
“(One of the biggest challenges I’ve heard from
students and families) is the loneliness and isolation, whether they were in quarantine or in their
rooms, having to wear masks and stay distant and
not be able to do the things that are signature Al-
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legheny things, the clubs and organizations, the
events, the involvement fair,” Thompson said.
“Those are key to the Allegheny experience and
our first-year students have not even experienced
that at all. … The student experience, I believe was
severely compromised by the isolation that came
from managing COVID.”
Cole added that students, faculty and staff have
endured prolonged stress and trauma throughout
the past year.
“That has a compounding effect … (we) can’t
ignore that under more ‘normal’ circumstances
a small amount of stress around an assignment
might be manageable,” Cole said. “Under prolonged trauma and stress, the smallest stressors
feel magnified and our ability to cope and manage
stressors is far less so.”
Cole said that he has emphasized to faculty
members the need to recognize this collective
stress and to allow for grace and flexibility with
coursework.
The college is planning for a full reopening in
the fall with no remote learning. Cole encouraged
students to get vaccinated, and said that the more
students that get vaccinated, the greater the community can return to a more typical residential
college experience. Link indicated that a priority
of the fall is rebuilding a sense of community.
“One of the things I’ve spoken with the faculty
and the administration and staff about is — and

I spoke actually to the ASG new incoming president and a vice president about this as well — we
have a lot of work to do as a community to rebuild
our sense of community, because people are just
isolated and we can have great conversations, but
it is not the same as looking each other in the eye
and seeing one’s body language,” Link said.
Link added that COVID-19 was not the only
crisis that occurred this year.
“I think it’s really a mistake to only talk about
this year under COVID, because this year was so
challenging for many other reasons as well,” Link
said. “The Black Lives Matter movement and racial reckoning, the political divide that we went
through in November, so many financial concerns
of our students and their families and all of the
uncertainties surrounding what was going on in
the world. So to me, I think this year is a success,
even though it came with a lot of sacrifice.”
The college is planning for the fall semester to
look significantly more like the typical Allegheny
experience, especially for incoming first-year students as well as for rising sophomores.
“One of the things (the Allegheny Bound
team) has been talking about is how to deliver not
only a welcome week for our first-year students,
but also for the campus,” Associate Dean of Students for Wellness Education Gretchen Beck said.
“Our rising sophomores, this year, weren’t able to
experience that.”

This year was challenging for many
other reasons as well. The Black
Lives Matter movement and racial
reckoning, the political divide ...
(and) so many financial concerns
... I think this year is a success,
even though it came with a lot of
sacrifice.”
—HILARY LINK,

President,
Allegheny College

Thompson recognized graduating seniors as a
resilient group, especially completing their senior
comprehensive projects during the pandemic.
“A big congratulations to our students, particularly our seniors who are graduating in the midst
of this,” Thompson said. “They have not had the
experience that they expected or any of us hoped
for. For our seniors to be comping in the middle of
this is a remarkable accomplishment
The creativity that went into completing comps
that had to switch on a dime potentially because
of COVID — I talked to a number of seniors who
have had to do that. So kudos to them.”
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“The Women in Pop Culture (Club) was started

Gray then urged voting on the recent honor

“The final stages of the textbook donation pro-

so that students could analyze pop culture from a

code referendum and mentioned ASG’s intention

gram is coming to fruition,” Alegre said. “I have

Directors of Student Affairs Gena Pena, ’22,

feminist lens,” Lutz said. “We are particularly in-

to issue a statement regarding workers’ rights to-

a number of meetings coming up to finalize the

and Crystal Hernandez, ’23, followed by talking

terested in engaging with various forms of media

wards the end of the semester.

program.”

about the student life survey.

that are produced or directed by women.”
Cadham raised a motion to approve the Women in Pop Culture Club and was seconded by
Doniz. The motion passed unanimously.
Director of Communication and Press Bree

Director of Finance and President-elect Noah
Tart, ’22, followed by talking about the recent club

Alegre then gave an explanation of the program.

budget hearings.
“The annual budget hearings went really well,”
Tart said. “The budgets will be published some-

“Instead of discarding your used textbooks you
will now have the chance to deposit them at dropoff spots for the donation program.”

time next week.”

Gray, ’23, followed with her report, indicating that

Director of Diversity and Inclusion Peter

candidate biographies will be placed in the ASG

Alegre, ’23, commenced his report by talking

biweekly email as well as on the website.

about the textbook donation program.

ADVERTISEMENT

likely be one.”

“The student life survey is now live,” Pena said.
“Please make sure to take the survey so that we
can take feedback and improve the student experience.”
Vice-President Particia Gaxiola, ’21, com-

Alegre mentioned that drop-off spots are still

menced her report by announcing Godel as the

being determined.
“I have approval for Brooks and the Library to

recipient of the A.L. Ballinger Award.

be drop-off spots and the Campus Center will also

BEEHIVE

The meeting was adjourned at 7:53 p.m.
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Ams was also excited at the

mer said. “We have been feeding

about it, so beekeeping has been

prospect of additional work

them a bunch, making (pollen

one way that has been proposed

study positions and internships,

patties) and sugar water.”

to help with these efforts. So far

saying that they “could evolve

Boulton also explained that

it has been helping, but not a tre-

into anything, really” as students

the bees, although not immedi-

mendous amount. Beekeepers

become more interested in dif-

ately adjacent to it, will still be

every year are typically losing at

ferent aspects of beekeeping.

able to easily navigate to the Car-

least 60% of their hives, which is

rden and have full access to the

pretty crazy. We are hoping this

food sources they require.

will be a little more successful.”

The

project

was

funded

through Allegheny Student Government.

The largest effort to protect

Part of the project’s funding

the bees is a trail camera and

came as a finance request by Stu-

electric fence, as there have oc-

dents for Environmental Action

casionally been black bear sight-

(SEA), of which Burkhammer is

ings near Robertson.

President.

The bees were not initially in-

“It’s roughly going to cost

tended to be placed at Robertson,

about $3000, after all the extra

but their permanent location by

jackets SEA is providing, all the

the compost facility was decid-

tools, extra smokers, extra boxes

ed upon as the best place for a

and making sure that everything

number of safety concerns. These

is there so that if the bees need to

concerns included things such as

expand it is possible,” Burkham-

students getting too close to the

mer said. “We are getting more

hives and getting stung, and in-

equipment and trying to provide

toxicated students knocking over

more jackets so more students

the beehives and endangering

can go into the apiary, and have

the bees as well as themselves.

more sizes so that everyone has

“We ran all the worst-case

the option. We have been trying

scenarios and there was enough

to support this project on cam-

reservation about having them

pus. We think it is pretty import-

on campus in the Carr Hall Gar-

ant.”

den or even in a more remote

A lot of work has gone into

corner of campus that we knew if

ensuring that the bees will have

we kept pushing, we were going

everything they could possi-

to get a ‘no,’” Boulton said.

As for the future of hives on
campus, the consensus seems to
be that they should take it slowly.
“Particularly when you are
dealing with living creatures, it is
really good practice to focus on
what we have for the moment,”
Boulton said. “Focus on these
bees, become experts and see
how it goes.”
In the immediate future,
Boulton is currently planning an
education campaign on the Roberston bees in conjunction with
Maggie Baham, ’23.
“Having bees is great, but if
students do not know about it,
we are missing a really great opportunity,” Boulton said.
The biggest question on everyone’s mind is, of course: what
is going to be done with the honey produced by the bees? Boulton expressed that after a while,

bly need, as well as proper care

Despite the unideal location,

when there is enough to harvest,

and attention. Plans are already

the bees will still be able to help

there will potentially be featured

in place for local beekeepers to

the Carrden’s pollination needs

at a local food dinner or at honey

come in as needed to assist in the

as well as help the growing prob-

tastings in the Gator Quad.

care of the bees, as well as from

lem of endangered pollinators.

college employees who have ex-

“All bees, pollinators in gener-

“We want it as another key
sustainability

feature

to

the

al, are on the decline,” Burkham-

school, allowing students anoth-

“We are going to be going into

mer said. “(Scientists) are having

er hands-on form of education,”

the hives pretty often, definitely

a hard time controlling this and

Burkhammer said. “Beekeeping

every other week,” Burkham-

doing

can do this.”

perience in beekeeping.

something

productive
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Head basketball coach tapped for administrative roles
Kate Constanzo takes new role as assistant athletic director, ombudsperson
By ROMAN HLADIO
Copy Editor
hladior@allegheny.edu

Kate Costanzo, women’s basketball
head coach for the past nearly 14 years,
recently stepped into her new role as
assistant director of athletics on May
1, and will also begin taking on the responsibilities of the ombudsperson —
a new position introduced by President
Hilary Link’s administration restructuring plan.
“I’ll be doing a lot of listening, a lot
of helping point people in the right direction and helping them sort through
stuff that they might be facing,” Costanzo said. “The administrative side of athletics (will be) helpful for our athletic
department and then the ombuds side
(will be) a resource for the whole community. It’s exciting to me.”
In terms of her role in the athletics
department, Director of Athletics and
Recreation Bill Ross expressed that
Costanzo’s role will cover a broad spectrum of work.
“When the ombudsperson position
opened up, Kate was, I think, everyone’s obvious first choice, so this was
an opportunity for us then to move
her into an administrative role in a
position that had existed in the past,”
Ross said. “So she’ll be taking on some
of those responsibilities, but it also
opened up some opportunities for us to
have someone that will be able to really
concentrate on some department wide
initiatives.”
Ross explained that Costanzo will
continue to serve as the NCAA designee on the Diversity, Equity and Inclusion action committee.

In September, Costanzo was nominated for the NCAA Division III
LGBTQ
Adminstrator/Coach/Staff
award.
“We’ve been making some good
strides in that area over the last year,”
Costanzo said. “So continuing to move
forward with that, but to also be a
resource for all of our coaches, and
helping out in any way that I can administratively. The thing that I’m most
excited about is just the ability to be
here for the whole department.”
Having previously covered some
administrative work as the women’s
basketball head coach, Costanzo said
she is excited to focus more deeply on
the role. Ross remarked that her installment as assistant director could not
have come at a more optimal time.
“The NCAA is about to pass legislation for name, image and likeness,”
Ross said. “A lot of people think that’s
just a division one initiative, where student athletes can actually now get paid
for their name, image and likeness —
basically becoming professional athletes. That trickles down to the division
three as well … so that complicates our
compliance picture by a lot. That on top
of all the other mandates by the NCAA
with our mandated training, compliance anymore is not a one person job.”
Ross explained that Costanzo’s new
position as assistant athletics director
also benefits the new “entrepreneurial
operating system” structure of Link’s
administrative realignment in that it
creates more concise lines of reporting
within the athletics department, making it much more efficient.

Link remarked that Costanzo’s aptitude to grow within the athletics department as well as her personality
traits are what led to her selection for
the ombudsperson position.
“I had a core group of my senior administrators literally thinking with me
about who on campus is very balanced,
is not seen as of this camp or that camp
… and is a trustworthy person,” Link
said. “We looked at all kinds of different
people, and we literally went through
hundreds and hundreds of ideas. When
I got to Kate I thought, ‘I would go talk
to Kate about issues I have, because
she’s thoughtful, she’s serious, she’s
caring.’ When I first approached her, I
think she was a bit surprised.”
Costanzo confirmed that it was not
something she was expecting, but expressed how excited she is to fulfill the
role.
“An ombudsperson is basically a resource for the campus community that
is confidential, informal, impartial and
independent of any formal process or
reporting structure,” Costanzo said. “So
I can be of assistance in helping folks
solve issues they might have, pointing
them to the right resources, those sorts
of things.”
Link’s current plan for how the ombuds role will function is based off of
Edinboro University’s, where an ombudsperson has long been a staple of
the campus. Link said the decision to
hire from within the college came from
her conversations with the Edinboro
ombudsperson, who suggested that
someone who knows the institution’s
processes can work more efficiently, and already has good rapport with

community members.
Link explained that many conversations within the campus community
revealed to her that staff, faculty, alumni and students all either explicitly or
unknowingly wanted an ombuds office
on campus. She specified that while the
office would be open to all members
of the community, its creation seemed
more important to faculty and staff because they have fewer points of contact,
whereas students have faculty advisors
and will gain class deans in the near future.
“I had a sense that people had some
kind of unexpressed frustration or
distrust of even things that preceded
my administration, and some of them
continued on into my administration,”
Link said. On the staff and administrative side, I think people felt like,
‘well, there’s (human resources), but
I’m not sure if I have a concern about
somebody or a concern about a policy,’
or, ‘I’m frustrated that the college did
whatever.’ I’m not sure people know
where to go with that. So the vision
behind creating an ombuds office was
to say we want people to feel they have
somewhere to go to file a complaint
if that’s what they want to do, or raise
a concern or ask a question because
they’re not sure if something that happened is the right thing that happened.”
According to Link, Costanzo has already taken a course through the International Ombuds Association, and was
certified.

COSTANZO
“They have codes of conduct, and
they have very clear protocols of how
an ombudsperson functions, how they
report out what they hear,” Link said.
What they do is kind of collect trends.
So if three different people go to an
ombudsperson to raise issues about
a certain area, then it becomes something that she raises up to me. But it’s
not about, ‘So-and-so came to me and
was upset about X person,’ it’s more
about what are the systems that are not
working on our campus. In order to fix
individual issues, we have to make sure
that the systems work.”
Both Link and Ross are very hopeful
and expectant of positive change arriving with Costanzo’s new roles.
“Those of us who have known Kate,
or even have only spent a little bit of
time with her know that she is the perfect person for this ombudsperson position and are really looking forward to
that,” Ross said. “I’m so happy for her
that this opportunity came about.”

‘Native Gardens’ explores microagressions through comedy
By MO MANSOUR
Contributing Writer
mansour01@allegheny.edu

The beginning of spring is a time for openings;
after being cooped in by the cold, people begin
slowly emerging from their self-imposed hibernation, the flowers begin to open up and bloom,
and at Allegheny College around this time, a new
production in the Playshop Theatre opened. This
past weekend the Playshop Theatre welcomed in
the spring with an outdoor production of Karen
Zacarias’ “Native Gardens” in the courtyard of the
Vukovich Center for Communication Arts.
“Native Gardens” is a traditionally one-act
play with about a 90-minute runtime concerning
the relationship between two neighboring couples, Frank and Virginia Butley — an older white
couple with a son who no longer lives with them
— and their new next door neighbors, Tania and
Pablo Del Valle, a Latinx couple in their early 30s.
The name of the play comes from Tania’s desire
to plant a so-called native garden in the yard of
their new home. The Del Valle’s are expecting their
first child and have big plans for their fixer-upper,
including a “native garden” made of plants indigenous to the environment. As the Del Valle’s plan to
fix up their new house they decide to remove the
old chain link fence that separate them from the
Butley’s and replace it with a nicer wooden fence,
and in the process discover that their property actually extends two feet beyond the fence into what
had been believed to be the Butley’s yard. Their
desire to get the most out of their property interferes with the garden Frank planted, which takes
up room in those two feet. The play takes place
over the week that the fence is removed.
Traditionally performed inside in a theater, this
production took place outdoors due to COVID
restrictions, with the 30-person seating arrangement being agreed upon by the Playshop Theatre
and the Allegheny College Health Agency.
“Native Gardens (like a lot of Zacarias’ works)
uses comedy to underscore the tensions in contemporary American society, but also uses comedy as a way of trying to make us more understanding and receptive to the ways in which
microaggressions, the ways in which racism at
times, are lingering and accidentally — and at
times intentionally — used to create and cause
harm upon others,” said Professor of Theatre and
Performance Studies Mark Cosdon.

Indeed the tension between the Butley’s and
the Del Valle’s becomes one filled with microaggressions, racism, ageism and general meanness.
“The idea of land and of appropriation, and
of so called native gardens, confronting the idea
of plantings that are imported from elsewhere all
sort of combine and conflict with one another, as
initially the two couples … begin as neighborly
friends as a sort, but gradually tensions between
the four start to take root too,” Cosdon said. “That
is essentially the crux of the play.”
According to Cosdon, while the experience of
directing the play was not his first time directing
outside, it was his first time directing outside at
Allegheny. Cosdon said that his favorite thing
about this production of “Native Gardens” was
that there were a large number of performers who
made their Allegheny debut with Zacarias’ play.
“I’m especially thrilled to be seeing how completely invested these student performers and
technicians are,” Cosdon said. “I think one of
the things that keeps so many of us invested and
working in the theater is this sense of community.”
Karen Gauriloff, ’22, who has been acting since
she was eight years old, also made note of how important a sense of community is in a production.
“Normally when you are in a play you get really close with all of your castmates, and it’s really
a group experience and it’s everyone together —
you hang out with them afterwards and you meet
up beforehand,” Gauriloff said. “It’s (that) sense of
community which is one of the things I love about
it. Sadly, in the COVID world, engaging with other people (like that) is frowned upon.”
Gauriloff said that she had not even seen what
two of her co-actors’ faces looked like until a few
days before the performance. She went on to
speak on the effect of the pandemic on the greater
culture of theater, referencing how the community theater in her home of Saint Thomas on the
U.S. Virgin Islands was shut down due to the pandemic,” She also referenced how the use of masks
changes how actors project and limits their ability
to emote and use their faces in their performances.
On the topic of playing Virginia Butley, Gauriloff said that she was typecast as a villain in her
younger years of acting, and that with the role of
Virginia Butley being the only one available to
“someone of (her) description,” that it seems like
a return to form. She described the experience of
taking on the role as “definitely weird.”
“(Virginia) is an old lady who is pretty racist, so
it’s a hard role for me to relate with, I don’t really
relate with it, so it’s been a challenge to act as her.”

Gauriloff said.
“It’s so interesting to see those levels of how
Gauriloff also brought up how she was worried people who have done this for so long or haven’t
that since she wasn’t familiar with the actors play- done this for so long still can come together and
ing the Del Valle couple, that they would think
make this a beautiful production,” Lee said.
that she, like Virginia, was a racist.
Thión Lee, ’24, has been acting for
about a decade, but Native Gardens
is his first performance at Allegheny,
and he played the role of Pablo Del
Valle. Lee said that he did wonder
when he was asked to participate if he
was just being asked due to his backSince 1876
ground as a Latino, but along with his
EDITORIAL STAFF
co-actor Kyrié Doniz, ’23, who plays
Tania, came to the conclusion that it
was of no importance whether their
Ethan Woodfill
Editor-in-Chief
background that was the reason, remarking that it was better that they
play the roles than someone else.
Hassan Javed
News editor
This sentiment to not whitewash
the characters of the Del Valle’s was
echoed by others in the production.
Sami Mirza
Features editor
On his first time acting at Allegheny,
Jordan Greynolds
Features editor
Kristen Cadham
Features writer
Lee said that there was a benefit compared to acting elsewhere because at
the college, he felt like he was being
George Ackerman
Science/International editor
taught and allowed room to experiGabriella Brady
Science/International writer
ence the educational facet of acting,
while in other productions it felt like
he was expected to know what to do
and how to do it with little instruction or assistance. Lee said that this
had an impact on his performance,
allowing him to feel closer to the role
and like he was given an opportunity
to not just act, but embody the role
more.
Lee also gave insight to the unique
outdoor set up of the play and the
equally unique challenges it presented.
“With this setup that we had, due
to COVID, there (were) audiences on
three sides of you, so you had to make
sure you were still in character, still
doing what you were doing, but also
trying to open up to each side,” Lee
said. “So that was certainly the most
difficult part.”
Despite the difficulties, Lee expressed that he was impressed with
the interplay in the difference in experience among him and his co-actors.
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Letter to the editor: ICA a welcoming place for all students
By ABDIKADIR LUGUNDI
Contributing Writer
lugundia@allegheny.edu

Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to
the April 23 article, “ False inclusivity and cultural insensitivity
in campus spaces.”
For those who don’t know
me, my name is Abdi Lugundi, sometimes called Swervo by
those who don’t know me on a
personal level. I am the current
President of Allegheny Student
Government and former Vice
President of Theta Chi.
I grew up in the Kakuma Refugee camps in Kenya. I settled
in the U.S. around 2004. I am
Somali Bantu, a minority ethnic
group within the larger Somali clans. But most importantly I
am Muslim, a Black Muslim and
a foreign Black Muslim in post
9/11 America.
Many may think that 9/11
didn’t have an effect on me in
comparison to my Arabic, Middle Eastern and Brown brothers
and sisters of the Islamic religion. The 2001 attacks on 9/11
made the process of resettlement
difficult for the Somali Bantu
and caused many delays. There

were security concerns delaying
the process of resettlement for
the Somali Bantu and even being given P2 status in 1999, they
were not settled into the U.S.
until 2004. If it wasn’t for the
fact that we were deemed as a
“humanitarian crisis” most of us
would have never crossed paths.
After resettling in Pittsburgh
I faced a lot of issues with my
identity. Identity crisis has always been a part of my life, and
something I am still facing today.
Before I decided to enroll
in Allegheny College, I had the
opportunity to shadow a fellow
Muslim from Kenya. He was a
part of the Islamic Cultural Association and I really felt like I
could find a place for myself.
Coming to Allegheny College, I knew everything was going to be a culture shock. For
one, I had a notion that I was
going to be the only kid coming
from the projects and going into
an environment which doesn’t
resonate with my lived experience.
Two, people really never
know how to treat Black Muslims — we have two contrasting
pasts that we carry which really
do not carry any good memories

with America. I have also experienced this feeling from non
Black Muslims within my community. It kind of gets awkward
when people try to avoid conversations or phrases that make
them seem racist and prejudiced
against us.
Finally getting adjusted to
the campus lifestyle through
the help of Access Allegheny, I
made my beginning friendships.
I wanted to be more comfortable
with my religious identity and
also connect with others who
share the same experience.
In the club, I noticed there
was not a representation of the
Black Muslim experience or inclusion of the Black Muslim diaspora. After joining the board,
I wanted to make a difference
for the club. During this time,
I did something which I never thought would even cross
my mind: I joined a historically
white fraternity, Theta Chi.
From this action, I received
a lot of backlash from the president at that time and I felt I was
exiled and deemed as a token. I
joined Theta Chi because I did
not feel like I had to be a token or
change who I was to be a part of
this organization. They also did

not resemble the other historical
white fraternities on campus —
everyone had their own personality and distinct character. It felt
magical.
After becoming a brother, I
wanted to make sure others who
were not traditionally accepted
into these spaces could find a
place for themselves. I never had
to boast about how diverse the
fraternity was because it was just
something that was understood
and happened naturally, it was
genuine.
When I became vice president of Theta Chi, I also became
co-president of the Islamic Culture Association. This gave me
the chance to allow my brothers
to gain knowledge and understanding of my religious background and lifestyle through
weekly general meetings.
Brothers and their friends
have watched me pray and advocate for my religion until this day
and they would stand behind my
religious values over their own
beliefs, true allies.
For as long as I can remeber,
ICA has been a place for Muslim and non-Muslim students
where Muslim students are the
minority within the club. This

I do not want anyone to “shut up.” I want them to
speak about what they don’t understand so I can
help them understand. If it’s not my duty, then it is
the duty of the club. ”
—ABDIKADIR LUGUNDI

Class of 2021

gave space for non-Muslims who
did not know about the religion
to gain awareness through interactions, discussions and events.
I have had many friends think
about converting, friends who
have converted and friends who
gained a new understanding
of Islam through ICA. When it
comes to being Muslim, it is not
a race — it is a lifestyle. You treat
people how you would like to be
treated. You are encouraged to
invite people to the religion and
exemplify the beauty of being
Muslim.
During the month of Ramadan, Muslim and non-Muslim
members on the board have
worked tirelesly to provide Iftar
for each night and solidify venues for the entirety of the month.
ICA is and will be a welcoming
space for all no matter what you

believe in. At Allegheny College,
we are here to learn about our
differences. I do not want anyone to “shut up.” I want them
to speak about what they don’t
understand so I can help them
understand. If it is not my duty,
then it is the duty of the club.
Also, during the month of
Ramadan it is encouraged that
you invite your neighbors and
friends to break fast with you. I
can never say Ramadan is culturally or religiously mine because being Muslim is not for
a specific race or people. It is a
lifestyle that you examplify under the deities and guidelines of
Islam.
How can I feel included when
I cannot represent the Muslim
general norm in terms of identity or culture?

“The Falcon and the Winter Soldier:” reception and review
By KALEIGH WHITE
Opinion Editor
whitek2@allegheny.edu

Spoilers, ‘The Falcon and The
Winter Soldier.’
Unlike my WandaVision review, this review will focus less
on an examination of each episode and more on general plot
points that make me feel things.
After falling in love with
WandaVision, I found myself
still saddened over its end to
the point where I could not really enjoy the release of The
Falcon and the Winter Soldier
(FATWS). Similar to WandaVision, I was not overly thrilled
with the first episode.
I intentionally had been staying away from the internet after
the episode dropped, as there
were two things I did not care
to see the internet’s opinions on:
the bank scene and John Walker.
Going into this experience,
the thing I was most looking
forward to was seeing Sam Wilson as Captain America. I wanted him to kick ass as a winged
Steve Rogers. I did not expect it
to take a turn and instead show
Sam being more or less tricked
into giving up the shield, and for
it to then be given to a nameless
white man.
When I first saw the bank
scene, I was angered for a number of reasons. First, I couldn’t
believe they would be so blatantly racist. Second, I knew the
internet was full of people that
would say it was not an act of
racism, but rather just an effect
of The Blip ruining things when
the vanished came back. These
bootlickers are why I was afraid
to look at discussions about
FATWS.
Sure enough, they existed.
Much to my chagrin, not only
were these Thanos-stanning
racist incel fiends defending the
banker, but I also had to witness
the rise of ‘#TeamJohnWalker.’
In the comics, John Walker
is given the mantle of Captain
America, does a lot of bad things
and has it taken away, at which
point he becomes ‘U.S. Agent.’
As such, one could guess from
his first appearance at the end of
episode one that he was going to
do something very bad and be
stripped of his title as Captain
America.
In the second episode, we
learn a little bit more about John
Walker. We learn of his veteran
status, his close friendship with
Lemar Hoskins and most im-

portantly, we learn of his anger
issues. This is clearly seen when
Lemar says to him less than five
minutes into the episode, “You
cannot just punch your way out
of problems anymore.”
Walker’s anger comes to its
climax at the end of the fourth
episode, when he brutally decapitates one of the Flag Smashers after Karli kills Lemar. While
this particular insurgent did not
kill Lemar, he was the first one
Walker spotted after realizing his
best friend had just been killed.
The insurgent runs for his life,
and begs for mercy while Walker bludgeons his head with the
shield over, and over, and over.
It is absolutely heart-wrenching
to watch as this man’s cry of surrender falls on deaf ears, and we
see Captain America’s mighty
shield now covered in the blood
of an innocent.
An argument can certainly be
made that the insurgent Walker
killed was not innocent, and
that would be correct; however,
in “Captain America: The First
Avenger,” Steve Rogers faces a
similar situation when he and
his cohort go after Dr. Zola. To
recap, Bucky is knocked off of
the train by a random Hydra
soldier and falls to his assumed
death. Steve does not proceed to
murder Dr. Zola. Instead, he allows for him to be captured, and
Zola gives valuable information
about Hydra’s plan to use the
Tesseract to destroy the planet. The insurgent Walker killed
could have and would have likely
given information about Karli’s
plan that could have saved lives.
Walker put his own anger first,
and it is evident that he is incapable of being Captain America.
One thing this show does an
incredible job of is callbacks to
past installments in the Marvel
Cinematic Universe, and creating parallels between past and
present events. One of these is in
the name of the fourth episode
— “The Whole World is Watching.”
In Marvel Studios’ “Black
Panther,” Nakia, Okoye and
T’Challa go to South Korea to
track down Klaue, a returning baddie to the MCU. When
T’Challa finally catches Klaue,
Klaue exclaims, “Oh, mercy,
King. Mercy.” T’Challa expresses that he does not want to spare
his life, but Okoye comes in and
says, “King! The world watches,”
at which point he submisses and
they arrest Klaue.

While T’Challa was enraged
by Klaue’s actions, he was still
able to hear a cry for mercy and
refrain from murdering someone. It is indisputable that Klaue
is significantly worse as a person
than the insurgent murdered
by John Walker. T’Challa was
able to spare the life of someone
much worse, and while he did
later regret it when Klaue escaped, the insurgent had far fewer resources and was not nearly
as much of a threat as Klaue.
Walker killed a defenseless man
much more innocent than the
one T’Challa was able to spare,
and both did so while the entire
world was watching.
Yet another parallel can be
drawn to the Walker incident in
“Captain America: Civil War.”
T’Challa is face to face with his
father’s murderer, Helmut Zemo.
T’Challa says, “Vengeance has
consumed you. It’s consuming
them. I am done letting it consume me.” He then proceeds to
not only spare Zemo’s life, but
stops Zemo from killing himself,
saying, “The living are not done
with you yet.” This moment is
made all the more powerful by
the fact that two of the “lead”
Avengers are nearby beating
each other nearly to death.
By the end of the show, however, I must say that I am disgusted with how John Walker
is being treated. As has been established, the man suffers from
PTSD. In episode three, he says
his medals of honor commemorate the worst day of his life. He
and Lemar have certainly seen
things, and are certainly haunted by them.
The stripping of his title by
the U.S. government was necessary. However, I find it disturbing that no one can see something so obvious: John Walker
is mentally ill. Plain and simple.
He needs help, more than he
needs his title removed or to
be placed in a prison. He needs
to be admitted to an institution
where he can work through his
PTSD and his resulting anger issues and rehabilitate himself.
The main reason I am
shocked no one can see that this
man needs therapy is because
they are forcing Bucky, by law,
to go to therapy every week and
work through his trauma. Especially after the incident, it baffles
me how no one can see that John
Walker very well has the potential to be at the very least an assistant to Captain America, if

only he gets treatment.
In the post-credits scene at
the end of episode five, we see
Walker making his own Captain
America shield, with his medal
of honor welded to the inside of
the shield. Walker has retreated
to a place in his mind that is very
dark, and that place believes he
should still be Captain America.
When he was Captain America,
Lemar was alive. He is ritualistically making a shield because he
simply does not know what else
to do to cope with the loss of his
best friend. He is so far out of it
that he is trying to go back and
make everything right again,
which unfortunately is not possible at this point.
What makes me sick to my
stomach about the John Walker
situation is Contessa Valentina
Allegra de Fontaine, known in
the comics as Viper or Madame
Hydra. She sees that John Walker is in a very dark place mentally, and takes advantage of his
fragile state to recruit him for
Hydra. Walker may be fairly
dense, but he likely would never,
in a normal and sound state of
mind, work for or assist Hydra
in any capacity. Hydra is capitalizing off of a mentally ill man’s
fragile state of mind and using
him, and it is horrible to watch.
I really hope Marvel did this intentionally, and if they did, that
they continue to explore how
this relates to the stigma surrounding mental health in the
United States and how people
who are susceptible and easily
persuaded due to mental illness
are all too often taken advantage
of.
The show also had a lot
of commentary on racism in
America. The scenes that stand
out to me most are the bank
scene from episode one, the Isaiah Bradley scene in episode two
and the other scene with Isaiah
Bradley in episode five.
I have already briefly mentioned the bank scene, but Isaiah Bradley is a character that
needs to be talked about more.
In everything I have seen online,
there is almost no talk of him.
For those that are not overly familiar with the MCU, Isaiah was
a Black super soldier who was
given the super soldier serum,
then arrested and experimented on for 30 years until a nurse
marked him as dead so he could
escape. It is heartbreaking to
hear him recount what the U.S.
government did to him, and that

alone is a testament to how phenomenal the acting was in this
show.
I will never understand what
it is like to be a Black person in
America. That being so, it is not
really my place to make bold
statements about how these
scenes made me feel. I cannot
stand when other people spout
out white saviorism, so I will
not speak on things that I am
not able to speak about properly
as that is what makes a bad ally,
and I am not really about that
life. But, I do think it is worth
noting that the show handles a
lot of racial issues with tact and
care, and I have seen on a few
different occasions people better understand the importance
of the Black Lives Matter movement after watching this show. I
hate that it took an MCU television show to do it, but I am glad
that Marvel is getting the message through to people.
The last plot point I have an
issue with is Sharon Carter. Sharon is the niece of Peggy Carter,
Steve’s love interest in “Captain
America: The First Avenger,”
and the person Steve goes back
in time to spend his life with at
the end of “Avengers: Endgame.”
Sharon as a character was
done pretty dirty. She is introduced as an awesome SHIELD
agent, who is so good at her
job that she was sent to watch
over Steve Rogers himself. After
SHIELD falls, she is seen trying
for a position with the CIA. In
Civil War, we see that she got
the position. After stealing back
Captain America’s shield and
Sam’s wings, she kisses Steve
Rogers, and then is never heard
from again until FATWS.
When we finally see her
again, she explains that she has
been hiding out off-the-grid in
Madripoor, on the run from the
U.S. government. She is doing
well for herself, but she is not
doing so through moral means.
Sharon is revealed at the
end of the final episode to be
the Power Broker, this previously anonymous figurehead in
FATWS that commissioned the
super soldier serum to be made
and had a hand in Karli and the
Flag Smashers receiving the serum. This feels like a huge character change for Sharon. While
I understand that she has been
through a lot since we last saw
her, I also do not think it totally
makes sense from a creative direction for Marvel as a whole.

With the loss of Natasha
Romanoff (Black Widow) in
“Avengers: Endgame,” Marvel
is left with few to no female superheroes. Captain Marvel is
still around, though God knows
when we will see her again. We
still have the Dora Milaje who,
although awesome, are not really
superheroes. Wanda Maximoff
has successfully been villainized,
and has already been revealed to
be the problem-starter if not altogether the antagonist of Doctor Strange in the Multiverse of
Madness. Gamora is more or
less gone. Mantis does not really
count. The only one we seemed
to have gained is Monica Rambeau, who we see has gained supernatural powers via the Hex/
Scarlet Witch at the end of WandaVision.
I fail to see how this was a
good decision for Marvel. There
were already so few strong female characters, and now there
are even fewer female superheroes. WandaVision and FATWS
have effectively gotten rid of
two of the last female heroes
the entire cinematic universe
had, and I cannot for the life of
me understand why. (It is worth
noting, however, that there have
been teaser images from the
Loki show that seem to depict
Natasha; whether or not she will
somehow miraculously come
back, I am unsure. It is my personal opinion that it would make
sense if, when Steve returned the
soul stone, Natasha was released
into some sort of purgatory state
— from the picture, it reminds
me of Dormammu — but I digress.)
Overall, I think it was a fantastic show. The commentary
was relevant to our world, and
was very well done. The acting
by all characters was, in a word,
phenomenal. Everyone deserves
an award. The cinematography
was incredible, with stunning
B-roll shots and perfectly executed fight scenes. The direction,
the sets, the costuming — everything was extremely well done,
and I enormously enjoyed the
show.
In episode five, Isaiah Bradley says, “They will never let a
Black man be Captain America.”
Spoiler alert: they do, and I am
so glad they did. With the announcement of Captain America 4, I can only imagine and
anxiously anticipate what great
things Sam Wilson will do as
Captain America.
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Air pollution may lead to poor mental health in children
By GABRIELLA BRADY
Science/International Writer
bradyg@allegheny.edu

Air pollutants, such as smog,
soot, greenhouse gases and
other chemicals, have long
been known to be harmful to
human health and to the environment.
The World Health Organization has approximated that
at least 4.6 million people
worldwide die each year as a
result of illness attributable to
air pollution.
In 1970, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
authorized the Clean Air Act,
which is meant to protect
the public health by regulating the amount of harmful
air pollutants that can be released into the air.
“Most air pollution comes
from energy use and production,” said John Walke, director of the Clean Air Project,
part of the Climate and Clean
Energy Program of the National Resources Defense
Council. “Burning fossil fuels
releases gases and chemicals
into the air.”
According to Walke, air
pollution is a destructive
feedback loop that contributes to climate change and
also results from climate
change.
Scientists have long been
determined to find out about
the ways that air pollution
can impact human health and
what contributes to it.
According to NASA, a large
percentage of air pollutants
come from particles released
into the air by car and truck
exhaust, factories, dust, pol-
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This map shows the concentrations of PM 2.5 in urban areas by country. PM 2.5 may be linked to impaired
mental health in children, according to recent research.

len and mold spores, as well
as natural disasters, such as
volcanoes and wildfires.
An article published by the
Environmental Defense Fund
distinguishes the different
types of air pollution.
Particulate matter consists
of small particles, such as
dust, soot and drops of liquids. A majority of these particles found in urban areas directly form from the burning
of fossil fuels, automobiles,
nonroad equipment and industrial factors.
Coarse particulate matter
(PM 10) is linked to nasal
and upper respiratory tract
health problems, such as the
common cold, sinusitis and

bronchitis.
While air pollution is associated with a variety of respiratory problems, recent
research has shown that the
mental health of children is
impacted by air pollution.
In fact, studies done on fine
particles, also known as PM
2.5, have found that higher
exposure on can impair brain
development in children.
“This is the first study
showing how air pollution
exposures affect depressive
symptoms as well as the interrelationship between the
symptoms and subsequent
memory decline that had not
been found in older people
aged less than 80 years,” said

Andrew Petkus, assistant professor of clinical neurology at
the University of Southern
California.
In his study, Petkus’ team
found that long-term exposure to chemicals such as
nitrogen dioxide or fine particulate pollutants was associated with an increase in the
expression of certain depressive symptoms.
A group of Researchers
led by Sheba M J MohanKumar, reported that depressive
symptoms are a direct result
of the inflammation and oxidative stress in the brain.
More specifically, a longterm study done by researchers at Duke University re-

vealed that childhood air
pollution exposure is linked
to mental distress and dysfunction at the age of 18.
Aaron Reuben, the first author of the study, indicated
that there is a link between
exposure to pollutants and
psychiatric disease.
Randy Nelson, professor
of neuroscience at the Ohio
State University, experimented on the effects of air pollution using a mouse model.
Through this study, he
found that the mice who were
exposed to pollutants showed
an equivalent form of depression.
Additionally, Nelson discovered that there were phys-

ical changes to the nerve cells
in the hippocampus of the
mouse.
In MRI scans done on
children, it was revealed that
those who were exposed to
urban pollution had a higher
chance of having brian inflammation and damaged tissue in the prefrontal cortex.
Other animal and human
based studies have shown
that being exposed to particulate matter causes oxidative
stress, a condition in which
there is an imbalance in the
production of reactive oxygen species and antioxidant
defenses.
As a result of oxidative
stress, the normal production of cortisol is interrupted
when the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis is disrupted.
These studies have also
supported the claim that
depending on the individual’s medical and psychiatric
history, particulate matter
can cause inflammation of
the central nervous system,
increasing the chances that
someone would develop depression, anxiety disorders,
bipolar disorder or other
mental health problems.
In addition to psychiatric
problems, these pollutants
may also have a long-term effect on the subjective feelings
of well-being, although not
much is known about whether exposure to particulate
matter will result in chronic
stress, normal cognitive performance or aid in the development of schizophrenia and
dementia.

Creek Connections hosts 25th Research Symposium
Virtual symposium presents new possibilities
By GEORGE ACKERMAN
Science/International Editor
ackermang@allegheny.edu
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nership with 16 area schools.

for more people to be in-

William Tolliver Jr., ’14,

Annually, Creek Connec-

volved, from the partner or-

was the keynote speaker for

tions partners with 40 dif-

ganizations to enabling more

the symposium.

ferent secondary schools and

students to be involved in the

50 different teachers with the

symposium.

and the species that inhabit
them.

Tolliver

is

burgh-based

a

Pitts-

environmen-

Additionally, the virtual

tal educator who received a

investigation

nature of the symposium al-

Bachelor’s of Arts in Environ-

of local waterways, according

lowed for college students,

mental Studies from Allegh-

to the website developed for

known as “Creekers,” to be

eny in 2014. In 2018 Tolliver

the symposium.

involved through interacting

was recognized as an Early

While the symposium is

online which had never hap-

Learning Champion by PBS

typically held in-person, this

pened before, according to

Kids, and is now a Commis-

year it went virtual, but that

Kedzierski.

sioner on Pittsburgh’s Com-

goal of providing hands-on,
inquiry-based

world.”

County Parks and the Drake

speech for the Eco-Careers

Well Museum and Park.

section.

Also, in partnership with
organizations,

Among the participants

Tolliver’s keynote speech

were Allegheny professors

focused on his own experi-

Jesse Swann-Quinn and Eric

ence with Creek Connections

Pallant.

and how it helped him build

“The best part of the job

a unique relationship with

is interacting with students

nature.

and teaching students how

“This is my reminder from

to think for themselves, how

me to you for the 2021 Creek

to be the next group of actors

Connections

Symposium,”

who will go out and save the

Tolliver said. “Remember that

world,” Pallant said in an in-

over the summer as things

terview posted in the Eco-Ca-

gain some sense of normal-

reers section of the symposium website.

Swann-Quinn also high-

in his career development.
Kedzierski credits the efforts of the current Creek
Connections team in the
success of the virtual symposium.
“The college students got
really good at creating videos,
editing videos and creating
that content for the symposium, so it really was the Allegheny Students that made
it successful, and made it so
professional,” Kedzierski said.
Kedzierski also noted that
there was no outside help on
the website created to host
the virtual symposium.

did not limit its success and

The symposium includes

mission on Human Relations.

reach, according to the Proj-

projects done by middle and

Tolliver also worked for

ect Director of Creek Con-

high school students in the

Creek Connections during

cy back, remember to con-

nections, Wendy Kedzierski.

Western Pennsylvania region.

his time in college.

nect with yourself, remember

Swann-Quinn spoke to the

do it for us, and it was us, and

to connect with the people

different ways in which envi-

around you and connect with

ronmental topics can be ap-

we are not computer science

the earth.”

proached.

More people were able to be involved because it was online, both our
parther organizations and the students.”
—WENDY KEDZIERSKI
Project Director,
Creek Connections

“When people look at the
website they ask who we had

majors,” Kedzierski said.
Overall the symposium

Beyond the student proj-

“There are so many ways

ects, there were also activities

you can think about and work

for

attendees.

with the world around you

These activities were done

including all of the natural

through partnership with a

world and people and com-

host of organizations includ-

munities that are a part of

online, both our partner or-

ing the French Creek Val-

(the natural world),” Swann-

ganizations and the students,”

ley Conservancy, Allegheny

Quinn said in a recorded

Kedzierski said.

symposium

was a success despite the new,
virtual format.
“More people were able to
be involved because it was
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SOPA-CC seeks volunteers for in-person return
By SAMI MIRZA
Features Editor
mirza01@allegheny.edu

The Crawford County chapter of the Special Olympics of
Pennsylvania, or SOPA-CC, is
looking for volunteers to help
restart in-person programming at the Arc this spring
and summer. The organization provides training and
support for athletes with intellectual disabilities to create
a space for them to compete
and express themselves.
Emily Jones, ’22, a Davies
Community Service Leader,
is spearheading the effort to
recruit Allegheny students to
help with the program.
“The athletes have been
without in-person training,
and so they’re lacking that
social interaction,” Jones said.
“Volunteers could either help
with the sports of their interest or even just social interaction for the athletes because
they have been without that
for so long. It could be something as simple as a little picnic or cornhole event.”
Jones noted that going
virtual — how most organizations and groups adapted
to pandemic restrictions — is
not as easy of an option for
SOPA-CC
“My job as a Davies Leader
was to put together some type
of virtual opportunity, but a
lot of (the athletes) don’t have
internet access or they just
don’t have the technology in
general, or they don’t know
how to use that (technology),”
Jones said. “Without (volunteers), they won’t be able to

be in-person, which most of
them do a lot better with being in-person. Even if we were
able to do something partially
virtual but partially in-person, the volunteers could help
them navigate the technology.”
SOPA-CC will be using
space provided by the Arc, a
community center in Meadville that, according to its
website, “promotes and protects the human rights of people with intellectual and developmental disabilities and
actively supports their full
inclusion and participation in
the community throughout
their lifetimes.”
In addition to a large
indoor room with space for
social distancing, Jones said
the Arc is also offering the
Greenspace, an outdoor community venue in downtown
Meadville, if athletes and volunteers would be more comfortable outside. Currently,
the organization is limited
in capacity due to pandemic restrictions, which means
that only a few volunteers are
needed to get the program
started again.
“Right now we’re only
allowed to have 10 people in-person (as a) Special
Olympics rule until we can
show that we’re good with
maintaining COVID protocols and everything, but at
least three of those 10 have to
be volunteers,” Jones said.For
students that want to get involved, a form to sign up was
posted on MyAllegheny, with
a QR code available on posters around campus. Jones en-

couraged community members to get involved as soon as
they could.
“A lot of people are doing
research over the summer
or they have other jobs that
they’re going to be in the area
and so for the summer we’re
thinking maybe an hour a
week or so,” Jones said. “We
were hoping to get this started
so we can hit the ground running in the fall.”
Even if students are not
specifically interested or able
to work with the athletics itself, Jones noted that proficiency in any field can be used
to improve the program.
“In the past, we did a
newsletter that the athletes
would write with the help of
the volunteers, so we’d appreciate any type of skill set that
(the volunteers) would bring,”
Jones said.
A prime example of this is
Allegheny’s Jazz and Dance
Ensemble, which holds an annual benefit concert for SOPA-CC.
“JaDE’s been around for
around 10-15 years and we’ve
been doing (the concert)
every year that we’ve been
around,” said Julie Cepec, ’21,
who sat on JaDE’s board for
the 2019-2020 school year.
“We got to a point where
we realized we were raising
money and we didn’t really
know where that money was
going. Our advisor, Betsey
(Summerfield) suggested to
me that we get more in touch
with the athletes.”
JaDE included the athletes
in the hobby they knew best:
dance.

“We do dance classes with
Special Olympics athletes and
we have a lot of fun doing it,”
Cepec said. “Usually in a nonCOVID year, we would perform with them at our benefit
concert, which is always a lot
of fun. Through that whole
process we end up making a
lot of great connections and
friendships.”
Cepec noted that JaDE’s
contribution has less to do
with the athletics of Special
Olympics, but is more in line
with its values of inclusivity
and freedom for the athletes.
“I was talking with one
parent and she was telling me
about how her son loves to
dance but has only the space
of his living room to do so,”
Cepec said. “One of our favorite things to do in these dance
classes is just to give them the
space to move and dance and
express themselves. We’ll just
throw on some popular songs
and just freestyle dance to it.
Fostering that community
and connection is probably
the most important thing that
we’ve done.”
According to Cepec, just
showing up and being present
can make a big difference for
the athletes.
“Even if you don’t really
feel like you have a skill to
bring to it, just being there
and being open and being
willing to connect with these
athletes means the world,”
Cepec said. “I’ve gotten so
much out of it so I think it’s
a really great experience for
people to be involved in.”

Hangout Review: Yummy Asian
By KRISTEN CADHAM

order, there was not a lack

I ordered the fried rice, noo-

ster sauce, prawn with cashew

Features Writer

of safety. I only got a quick

dles and orange chicken. It

nut, and Kung Pao prawn.

cadham01@allegheny.edu

glance into the building, but

was very good, but I could not

The Chef suggestions section

they had plastic coverings

finish it due to the huge por-

expressed this by advising

from the floor to ceiling in

tions.

customers to go with shrimp

Yummy Asian Restaurant, located on Park Ave, is known
for their noodles, fried rice,
pork and much more. With its
bright yellow sign welcoming
customers, it brings the same
energy indoors as it does on
the outside. The lightly-col-
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be hosting a “goop cruise” in
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cancelled after travelers were

By ROMAN HLADIO

trapped on ships following

Copy Editor

the emergence of COVID-19.
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Described only as a “health
and wellness cruise,” Paltrow

LinkedIn announced that
they would be giving their

said she would reveal more
details in the future

employees a paid week off

Take 1: The cruise ship is

beginning April 5 as “an op-

set to sail through the bermu-

portunity to unplug, recharge

da triangle. So much for con-

and avoid burnout.” Manage-
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sentiment following months

around!!
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how an international compa-

shocked doctors after giving

ny gets spring break and we
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tors indicated that all nine —
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overshadowed by competitor

their mother were all healthy.

cryptocurrency

Now that’s a mother’s day to

Ethereum,
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remember.
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growth came from its use as

ident Biden announced a $1.8
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trillion infrastructure package

order to protect the staff. This

Starting with the appe-

options like salted pepper

for purchasing “non-fungible

launched to support paid fam-

meant that we paid through a

tizers, they have everything
from roast pork egg rolls to a

shrimp, crispy shrimp with

little hole in the plastic which

tokens” — essentially digi-

ily leave, education and child

was unique.

Japanese style salad. Accord-

Another food item that

tal collectors items. The only

care. The plan is also aimed

they are known for are their

common thread I see is daddy

at reversing the ‘she-session’,

main food options on these

Elon lining his pockets from

where the current econom-

are meat and vegetables like

peoples’ purchasing of intan-

ic recession involves mostly

gible goods.

women in the workforce be-

formal

ing to DoorDash, their Pu Pu

due to the decorations, yet

Platter includes “one Chick-

Yummy

looked

exciting. A customer, Steve

en Stick, one Beef Stick, two

ored brown wooden tables

from the website Menupix,

Fried Pork Wonton, two Fried

and festive designs through-

said, “Love the food. Always
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out the restaurant create an

tastes better than anything

BBQ Spare Ribs.” Likewise,

exciting atmosphere. When

else in the area. Waiters and

they also have scallion pan-

they are ready to start serving

receptionists are very polite

cakes, pork dumplings, and

in-person, it would be nice to

and well mannered. Inside

sugar donuts if in the mood

experience it first-hand. For

has a nice quiet environment.

for an appetizer on the dessert

now, people have to order

Would recommend it!”

side of things.

their delicious take-out ap-

After leaving, the drive

Some options that they

petizers, soups, seafood and

back to campus smelled di-

have for their soups are their

dinner combinations over the

vine, yet patience was key.

egg drop, chicken noodle,

phone.

There was a slight spiciness

wonton and hot sour soups.

When I went there, the

to the food, but nothing a

They pair well with their ap-

experience was exceptional.
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petizers and anything else on

Even though I had to take it

Tea could not solve. Surpris-

to-go due to the pandemic,

ingly, for people who like

their food was still tasty and

their meals even spicier than

customer service was very

it already was, Yummy puts
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a strong sauce on the side. It

portions being bigger than

was different from their sweet

normal when I picked the

and sour sauces which are

food up. While getting the

popular amongst customers.

the menu. As one person said
on the website Restaurantji,
they were “fast, polite, delicious, and the portion sizes
are generous!”
A large segment of the
menu is devoted to meat, or
more

specifically,

chicken

and pork. They have multiple chickens with toppings
such as Garlic sauce, string
beans, onion, snow peas, Sa
Cha sauce and broccoli. For
their beef, they have a lot of
meat with vegetables such as
beef with mushroom, as well
as curry beef with onion. Ac-
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Yummy Asian, located at 961 Park Avenue in Meadville

walnut, and hot spicy shrimp.

dinner

combinations.

The

their roast pork with Chinese
vegetable or General Tso’s
chicken.
Additionally,

DoorDash

says that their most popular
items are the fried rice, sweet
and sour chicken, lo mein
(soft noodles), and many
other choices. One customer, Christine, on Resturantji
could testify to the taste of
their soft noodles being by
saying that “the Lo Mein was
amazing, (and) I will definitely be coming back for that especially.”
Some things that would go
well with their food are the
drinks. During the summer,
they prepare refreshing special drinks such as honey lemon, Taiwanese milk tea, and
gaffe yen. While in the winter,
they focus more on teas like
corn silk, JuJube, and sweet
ginger tea. On a normal day,
people could find Brisk lemon
tea, coke, MUG root beer and
other such pops.

cording to a customer, Drake,

Going to Yummy was a

on Yelp, this restaurant is “my

good experience, from or-

favorite place for Asian food

dering food on the phone, to

in this area by far.”

being protected from the staff,

Their seafood section is

and then to actually eating the

somewhat vast, with there be-

food. It was enjoyable and

ing foods like prawn with lob-

hopefully it will happen again.
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coming unemployed during
the pandemic. SHEESH
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CNN journalist Fareed Za-

a tweet following the inter-

karia to grade President

view, Jenner stated: “It’s an

Biden’s first 100 days. The ver-

issue of fairness and we need

dict:

to protect girls’ sports in our
schools.” Talk about Friendly
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Muslim community celebrates Ramadan on campus

Annual month of fasting falls during academic year for the first time in a decade
By JORDAN GREYNOLDS
Features Editor
greynoldsj@allegheny.edu

Ramadan is a time of the year in
which Muslims around the world
partake in a month-long, sunup to
sundown fast from food and water. The final 10 days of this month
have religious significance, as they
observe when the Islamic scriptures
were revealed to the Prophet Muhammad.
The fasting during Ramadan is
one of the five pillars of the Islamic
faith. In order, the pillars are: witnessing that there is no God but God
himself and that the Prophet Muhammad was his final messenger,
completing the five daily prayers,
fasting during Ramadan, traditionally give 2.5% of your money to the
Islamic state or — more modernly — give money to the poor and a
one-time pilgrimage to Mecca, Saudi
Arabia for those who are able.
Though upholding these five
pillars and specifically fasting for a
month is no easy task, the practice is
very intentional.
“The idea is not that God wants
to torture you,” Islamic Cultural Association advisor Dr. Sami Alkyam
said. “The idea is to test your limits
and see if you can control your desires because that is the difference
between human beings and animals. We both have desires but ours
should be controlled and theirs are
not controlled because they were
not given that mind to choose what
is right and what’s wrong for them.
The other thing is to reflect and be
more appreciative of what you have
because you miss it most when you
do not have access to it.”

Fasting is used as a means to an
end during Ramadan. There is an intentionality to not only demonstrate
self-control above that of an animal,
but to then grow spiritually through
the experience as well.
“Ramadan’s very humbling because I feel like it teaches you a lot
of lessons without saying anything,”
Aden Salim, ’21, said. “For instance,
you go all day without eating and
then you drink a bottle of water and
have a bag of chips and you’re full. It’s
so easy how in the midst of suffering
you can get so caught up in getting
what you want that you lose sight of
what’s really coming for you in your
future. It’s so easy to get stuck in that
vicious cycle of ‘I want this, this, and
this right now’ but then when you
get it you don’t feel any different.”
While fasting is the aspect most
commonly associated with Ramadan, there are many others that
make the month meaningful.
“Personally, I don’t listen to any
music,” Salim said. “Basically the
most talked about parts are no eating
or drinking but you’re also supposed
to refrain from cursing or aggressive language, you’re not supposed
to fight, steal, cuss or masturbate.
You’re just supposed to try to be the
best person you can be, so it’s not
just about the food. To paraphrase,
in the Hadith it says if you fast but
don’t change any of your ways then
you’re just getting an empty stomach
for nothing.”
Another way Muslims seek to
better themselves is through prayer,
which is another one of the five pillars of Islam and heavily emphasised
during Ramadan. Although not all

American freedom isn’t something that was found in the
street and picked up. This year was better than last year
and next year will be better. That train of work that has
been started is what I don’t want to see stop.”
—SAMI ALKYAM

Professor and Director of Muslim Life
Allegheny College

Muslims pray everyday throughout
the year, Ramadan encourages many
to renew the practice.
“I always tell my Muslim students,
but this is not exclusive to Islam, that
human beings need checkpoints to
function and keep on track,” Alkyam
said. “In Islam specifically, the five
prayers are repeated and it’s the same
exact prayer and the same exact time
every day. No matter what you’re
busy with, the moment you hear the
call for the prayer it puts your mind
at peace.”
Alkyam also elaborated on the
meaning behind the words “Allahu
Akbar” in prayer and how its meaning relates to busyness.
“It means ‘God is the greatest,’
meaning he is greater than whatever work you are busy with,” Alkyam
said. “He’s greater than the family
you are with. He’s greater than the
food you are eating.”
This year’s Ramadan has been
met with more busyness than usual. For religious purposes, Muslims
follow the lunar calendar, which is
based on the phases of the moon.
The moon’s 12 months add up to
roughly 354 days, causing Ramadan
to move backward by about 11 days
each year. For the first time since
Dr. Alkyam was an undergraduate
student, Ramadan is taking place
during the academic year which has
posed additional challenges.
“I’ve been fasting since I was a kid
so it just kind of comes easy to me,”
ICA president Iman Benharrats, ’22,
said. “But this is the first year that
we’ve been fasting during the academic year so for a lot of people I
think it’s very new trying to balance
doing our homework while fasting.
It can get hard at times because your
energy’s low.”
This is a reality that Islamic students will have to get used to as Ramadan will now take place during
the academic year for quite some
time. With Ramadan moving out of
the summer there are many aspects
of the month that will be missed.
“I loved when it was in the summer because I would be with my
friends and we would go to the
Mosque and we would pray at these
late night prayers called Tahajjud,”
Benharrats said. “We would go to

SAMI MIRZA/THE CAMPUS

Beef kabob, rice, pita bread, salad, and hummus were served this
past Wednesday for iftar, the meal to break one’s fast.
those and it’s all night so then after
we would go to eat or get ice cream
before it was sunrise again.”
Alkyam recalled his memories
of Ramadan in the summers which
look very different now.
“I have always spent Ramadan
with my family and with my mom
cooking,” Alkyam said. “To make
it kind of tangible for you, the way
we gather for Ramadan, I’ve only
ever seen Americans gather like that
during Thanksgiving or Christmas.
The difference in my case is for you
it’s one or two days but in ours it’s really a full month.”
Despite this, Alkyam is appreciative of what Allegheny has allowed
ICA to do during this time. The club
meets every night to pray together
and break fast with catered food in
Schultz Banquet Hall.
“I’m very pleased that the college
gave us the financial capabilities and
gave us the space to do this,” Alkyam
said. “It mimics the creation of the
community that we all miss. The
students have bonded more because
they’ve been eating together for almost 22 days and, by the end of the
month, 30 days.”
The bond between Islamic students on campus is tightening, as
they share their common religious
beliefs and practices with each other.
However, not all students share this
commonality. Alkyam, Salim and
Benharrats all echoed remarks that
in general they have almost always
been treated with respect on and off

campus as a minority religion.
“I think I’ve encountered people
who have been understanding for
the most part,” Benharrats said. “I
think people are generally just curious, they’re not trying to be rude or
anything.”
Benharrats recalled the frequent
questions she has received about not
being able to drink water or chew
gum. Sometimes differences go beyond curiosity however, such was
the case for Salim’s mother.
“I haven’t experienced overt racism personally, but I know my mom
used to walk around with her hijab
on in D.C. and people would aggress
her, especially after 9/11,” Salim said.
“All her friends and family were telling her not to wear her hijab around.
Me personally, I just look like a regular old Black guy, so it’s not like people can come out at me and be like ‘I
don’t like you because you’re Muslim’
because they don’t even know. But it
just really goes to show that when
you say that to someone because you
can see it on them you look stupid
because I’m that same person.”
There are many ways in which
Muslim and non-Muslim relations
have strengthed.
“It’s a process, not a product,”
Alkyam said. “American freedom
isn’t something that was found in the
street and picked up. This year was
better than last year and next year
will be better. That train of work that
has been started is what I don’t want
to see stop.”

Parking creates confusion among some students
By KRISTEN CADHAM
Features Writer
cadham 01@allegheny.edu

For many students, parking has been
shrouded in confusion and misunderstandings, especially during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Likewise,
some students do not know how to
find information until it is too late.
According to the college’s traffic
and parking regulations, there can
only be a minimal amount of signs
in order to “preserve the beauty of
the campus.” This can make it difficult for students to know where to
park. Director of Public Safety James
Basinger has been trying to help
combat this.
“This last year, when folks had to
get tested at Robertson, there were
two of the Public Safety staff who
would hand out parking packets, the
information was also available on the
Public Safety website, and it would
tell them where to put the sticker on
the car and where the parking lots
were,” Basinger said.
Additionally, Public Safety also
asks for student’s phone numbers
when they issue the sticker. That
way, they are able to call students to
ask them to move their vehicles or if
they accidentally leave their window
down.
Even with all of these precautions, David Ahlers, ’22, has had bad

experiences with tickets and parking
due to lack of knowledge.
“I live on Prospect, so for about a
semester I parked behind my house
(in) the Brooks parking lot, but I was
asked to move my parking spot earlier in the semester which was kind
of a pain. Apparently my sticker
was not valid there, but they hadn’t
told me for a full semester and I was
asked to move.”
Basinger shed light on this topic.
“Last semester we did not ticket
at all because of COVID,” Basinger
said. “We found it too (stressful) and
there weren’t as many students here.
Now with more students coming
back, there are more cars. We have
to enforce parking so we have spaces available for folks that purchased
their permits (for their assigned
lot).”
Ahlers thought of moving to the
Brooks overflow lot, 24A, but it was
unavailable due to the restoration of
Bentley Hall. The workers are using
the lot to store construction materials and vehicles. With both employees and students sending in complaints about not being able to park
in their assigned lot, Public Safety
had to step in.
“I talked it over with Student Life
and we decided that the best thing
to do is modify behavior by starting
to enforce the parking again which

is not pleasant for us at all,” Basinger
said. “Nobody likes getting a parking
ticket and nobody likes giving parking tickets.”
After the careful planning Public
Safety announced they were going to
start handing out citations, but there
were still students who were caught
unaware.
“On February 23, we published
something in MyAllegheny saying
that (Public Safety) is going to start
enforcing parking in order to make
them aware that they need to park
where they are supposed to and get
their pass,” Basinger said. “On March
1, we began issuing pink warnings. It
was a big pink warning telling students that they were parked in the
wrong spot. It went under the wiper blade of a lot of cars for an entire
week.”
Public Safety began gradually issuing parking citations on March 8.
Even after easing into handing out
citations, it still caught students offguard.
“I wish I had known about this
sooner so I could have made adjustments before receiving two tickets
which I got one day after the other
with no knowledge of,” Ahlers said.
“(After moving lots), it’s extremely
frustrating that I pay for this spot
and it’s halfway across campus, although it’s not a very large campus,

it still takes five to seven minutes to

get a citation, and whatever amount

get to my car.”

that is, will be put onto your college

Ahlers explained that there may

bill,” Basinger said. “Then you can

be a larger problem of communica-

come down to Public Safety with

tion.

your copy of the citation, stop at

“It would have been nice if they

the window, and tell them that you

did a campus-wide email or any

want to appeal it. They will give you

sort of update from the school on

a form and you (are able to) write

when [Bentley] could potentially be

down your case (of why you want

done,” Ahlers said. “Something once

to appeal). A group of representing

a month would be great. Anything

staff, administration, faculty and

that could give us some sort of in-

students who will hear all of the

dication on when I can expect to be

appeals. If you are found not guilty,

able to park somewhere.”

the amount that went on your ac-

Public Safety has provided a way

count will be taken off. Right now,

to help students who have gotten

(the amount) is on there pending the

tickets due to misunderstandings.

outcome of your appeal. We have an

“There is no fee for appealing (a
citation). What will happen is if you

appeal hearing at the end of each semester.”

SAMI MIRZA/THE CAMPUS

The Brooks parking lot behind Brooks Hall and Walker Hall on Park
Ave.
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Recap of the men’s and women’s lacrosse seasons
By ADAM COHEN
Sports Editor
cohena@allegheny.edu

Men’s and women’s lacrosse
teams ended on a high note by
playing in two close matches
to end their seasons. The men’s
lacrosse team lost to Oberlin 1514 in overtime this past Tuesday, while the women’s team
defeated Ohio Wesleyan 14-12
on April 28. Overall, the men’s
team finished with a 2-7 record,
while the women’s team finPhoto courtesy of Allegheny Athletics
ished with a 4-5 record.
Although in a regular year The 2021 women’s tennis roster.
lacrosse would play around 17
finishing the season with a los- for multiple years.”
games, players on both teams
ing record, the Gators remained
Allegheny men’s lacrosse
were happy to return to competcompetitive all season long, and team has only played in two
itive matchups and reunite with
even took two colleges (Wooster COVID-shortened
seasons.
their teammates. David Kraus,
and Oberlin) to overtime.
Similar to Kraus, Head Coach
’23, indicated that playing alongKraus was disappointed Tommy Pearce has confidence in
side his teammates was a great
about the loss this Tuesday Allegheny’s young program and
way to socialize during the panagainst Oberlin, but found some talked about the expectations he
demic.
“I know this whole pandemic positive takeaways from the de- has for each member of the team
heading into next fall.
has been so tough mentally on feat.
“Obviously, it’s never fun to
“We don’t get together as a
not being able to hang out with
people,” Kraus said. “Having lose,” Kraus said. “We should team on the lacrosse field until
these guys to play around with have cleaned it up a little bit on next September,” Pearce said. “In
was the highlight of the season both sides of the field and didn’t the meantime, they are responsilet Oberlin take charge on a cou- ble for bringing the best version
so far along with the two wins.”
Allegheny’s two wins this sea- ple of scoring streaks. Howev- of themselves back to the team
son came against Hiram. Both er, we did have a run where we again. So (over the summer),
games were conference match- scored seven unanswered goals they need to be on the speed
ups, and Allegheny won 20-2 in a row, and we can hang with ladder, they need to be doing
and 23-4 respectively. Despite teams that have been established their agility work, they need to

be lifting, and they need to have
the stick in their hands.”
Likewise, Head Coach Ashley
Hughes listed her expectations
for the women’s lacrosse team
heading into the next season.
“I know we are still in the
middle of a pandemic, but with
things opening back up, we
would like to set that standard
early on with the summer program provided by Coach Van,
our strength coach,” Hughes
said. “Hopefully, that is something that would push us in the
right direction for the fall season.”
Hughes believes that her
team played well this season, especially since women’s lacrosse
played the majority of their
games against other conference

teams.
“We went into what would
typically be the heart of the season,” Hughes said. “We didn’t
get to have that non-conference
season. Even though we did
only have nine games this season it was very competitive and
gave a chance for our freshmen
and sophomores to play against
some of our conference teams.”
One sophomore that stood
out for the Gators this season
was Senna Perelman, ’23. Perelman led the team in points
(43), goals (28), and assists (15).
In these categories, Perelman
placed fifth or higher among all
women lacrosse players in the
NCAC. While Perelman was
proud of her season, she focused
on the team’s performance over-

all.
“It’s great to come out and feel
like I am playing well, but I really
couldn’t do it without the team,”
Perelman said. “Everyone works
so hard. Defenders, for example,
who don’t compile a lot of stats,
they win games for us. It’s just
great to be able to get those goals
and assists for my team and win
those games.”
The Gators had some excellent team wins this season
against Oberlin and Kenyon.
Allegheny defeated Oberlin 1211 in overtime on April 13, and
won 14-11 against Kenyon on
April 20, respectively. Perelman
elaborated on why those two
specific victories were significant.
“The Oberlin win was obviously very exciting,” Perelman
said. “It was a close game the
whole time, we won in overtime,
and we came off a few losses in
a row. In the Kenyon game, that
was our senior night, so it was
great to win for our seniors.”
As a whole, both teams encountered adversity playing
through the pandemic and there
were difficult stretches throughout the season. However, each
team finished the season with a
positive outlook, and are looking forward to the prospect of a
regular season next year.

Photo courtesy of Allegheny Athletics

The 2021 men’s lacrosse roster.

Tennis teams wrap up their 2021 season against Kenyon
By JAKE PETTI
Sports Writer
pettij@allegheny.edu

The Allegheny men’s and women’s tennis teams wrapped up
their seasons last Friday, each
falling to 13th ranked Kenyon
9-0 in their final NCAC matches of the year. The men finished
the season with a record of 0-8
while the women finished 3-4.
Despite their losing records,
however, the teams were able
to make the most of the limited competition, playing against
schools that they do not usually
compete with, including Denison — who the Gators have not
played in over three years.

The teams emphasized their
excitement to just return to play
as the prospect of having a season seemed unlikely in the fall.
In a time without COVID-19
protocols in place, the Gator tennis teams would play upwards
of 20 matches throughout the
year, with an abbreviated season in the fall followed by their
full in-conference spring season.
This past fall, the Gators were
unable to compete in matches,
instead they held practices.
“Going into it we weren’t sure
if all of our spring matches were
going to work out, but luckily we
ended up having a total of (eight)
matches,” Fabrizzio Reategui,
’22, said. “Most of them were
schools in our conference and

Photo courtesy of Allegheny Athletics

The 2021 women’s tennis roster.

only a few were outside.”
Completing her first full, albeit shortened, season is Head
Coach Taylor Coffman, who was
named head coach in August
2019 after joining the staff as an
assistant in 2018. As the head
coach for both the men’s and
women’s teams, Coffman started
her career at Allegheny with a
4-0 record for the men and a 5-0
record for the women in the fall
of the 2020 academic year.
Although the success from
the beginning of last year was
not able to follow the Gators
into their short season, Coffman
suggests that this season was
a learning experience for each
team more than anything, and
will prepare them for seasons to
come.
“I would say that this was a
season of learning,” Coffman
said. “It was not how we wanted it to go, however I think that
we got to see the level (of competition) across the conference
which is really good.”
Three out of six of the Gators
opponents this year were ranked
in the top 25 of the country, with
Carnegie Mellon and Kenyon
each being ranked in the top
15 to end their seasons. Seeing the highest level of national
competition can only help the
Allegheny tennis teams in their

pursuit next season as the teams
can now begin to hold a higher
standard.
The underclassmen on each
team were also able to see the
competition in their conference
for the first time, which could be
crucial to success in the future.
Because of their lack of college
match experience, the learning
curve for these younger players
is a little bit higher and the tough
matchups this year helped these
players learn quicker.
“Overall, I was really satisfied
and really happy we got to play
in general,” Katherine Stancil,
’23, said. “It’s my first season because I am a sophomore and we
didn’t really get to play last year
so it was really exciting.”
Although a full season has
not yet been confirmed for next
year, the Gators are planning to
prepare for a full season. Coffman is hopeful that her players
will build off of their tough condensed season and train hard
in the off-season to ensure that
they are ready during the fall.
Each team graduated two key
players as the men’s team lost
Aden Salim, ’21, and Mackenzie
Knowlton, ’21, while the women’s team will be without Gaby
DeLeon, ’21, and Gretchen Norton, ’21, next season. However
the Gators are hopeful that their
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The 2021 men’s tennis roster.
experience from this season,
along with their new recruits will
bode well for next season. The
players are also excited about the
energy of the team heading into
next season.
“I’ve definitely seen a lot of
discipline and motivation from
the team, more so than I’ve seen
in maybe two years,” Reategui
said. “And I think we’re starting
to tap into our potential and
we’ll see how everyone trains
over the summer, but I’m really
liking how it’s looking for next
fall.”
With this extra motivation,
the Gators look to come back
next year when they plan to host
the Nancy and Harvey Heath

THIS WEEKEND IN SPORTS
Men’s Baseball
Friday, May 7 doubleheader at 1
p.m. vs. Kenyon
Saturday, May 8 doubleheader at 1
p.m. vs. Denison
Sunday, May 9 doubleheader at 3
p.m. at Denison

Most games are available online.
Go to alleghenygators.com, search
the team, click on the schedule,
and click watch for the game of
your choosing.

GO GATORS!

Gator Invitational to kick off
next fall’s season. In the meantime, the team seems to understand the work that they must
put in order to bounce back
from a learning season.
“To prepare we’re encouraging our players to play tennis
matches where they can because
drills are one thing but playing
an actual match there are so
many emotions and hormones
and adrenaline running through
your veins,” Coffman said. “But
making sure that they are actually competing this summer
and getting ready to play these
matches is the biggest thing that
we are doing to prepare.”

